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Abstract
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Cytokinesis, the terminal event in the canonical cell cycle, physically separates daughter cells
following mitosis. For cleavage to occur in many eukaryotes, a cytokinetic ring must assemble and
constrict between divided genomes. Although dozens of different molecules localize to and
participate within the cytokinetic ring, the core machinery comprises linear actin filaments.
Accordingly, formins, which nucleate and elongate F-actin (filamentous actin) for the cytokinetic
ring, are required for cytokinesis in diverse species. In the present article, we discuss specific
modes of formin-based actin regulation during cell division and highlight emerging mechanisms
and questions on this topic.
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Cytokinesis is an actomyosin-based process in many eukaryotes
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To complete daughter cell separation following mitosis, many well-studied organisms utilize
a contractile-based apparatus termed the CR (cytokinetic ring). This structure, which is
structurally and functionally based on F-actin (filamentous actin) and non-muscle myosin II,
enables constriction at the division site during cytokinesis. In metazoans, cytokinetic
constriction manifests as an ingressing cleavage furrow, which narrows into a thread-like
midbody that later becomes resolved during cellular abscission. In fungi, such as yeasts, the
constricting CR also guides new cell wall deposition at the division plane [1]. Given that this
structure can both organize and drive cleavage of the cellular cytoplasm, proper CR
functioning represents a conserved determinant of cell division integrity.
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In multiple species, formins localize to the future division site, where they assemble F-actin
for CR formation. Although it is clear that both the localization and activity of cytokinetic
formins is controlled to ensure proper CR performance, our understanding of how this
regulation occurs and which formin activities are specifically affected by various signalling
inputs has only begun to take shape. In the present mini-review, we introduce formin
molecules in more detail and then discuss recent insights into formin function and regulation
during cytokinesis.

Formin domains and mechanisms of action
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The formin family of F-actin assembly factors are defined by FH (formin homology)
domains. The FH1 and FH2 domains comprise a characteristic core responsible for multiple
formin activities (Figure 1). Dimeric FH2 domains [2] are sufficient to nucleate F-actin
assembly in vitro [3,4], but in vivo may also interact with cofactors such as budding yeast
Bud6, which enhances nucleation efficiency [5]. Whereas FH2 domains remain processively
associated to F-actin barbed ends with high affinity [4,6,7], rapid F-actin elongation also
requires FH1 domain binding to the actin monomer-binding protein profilin [3,8,9], which
increases local G-actin (globular actin) concentrations and orients monomers on to the FH2associated barbed end [8,10,11].
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How are the actin assembly properties of the formin FH1–FH2 core regulated? A common
mode of formin regulation involves two additional formin domains, the N-terminal DID
(diaphanous inhibitory domain) and the C-terminal DAD (diaphanous autoregulatory
domain) (Figure 1). DID–DAD cis interactions can establish an autoinhibitory conformation
that precludes F-actin assembly by the FH1–FH2 core [12]. Formins autoregulated by DID–
DAD interactions must be freed from autoinhibition for full activity. Interaction with Rho
proteins, via Rho-binding domains on formins, commonly relieves DID– DAD
autoinhibitory interactions partially [12], although some formins, including Saccharomyces
cerevisiae Bni1 and mammalian FHOD1, are freed from autoinhibition by phosphorylation
[13,14].
Beyond nucleation and elongation, formins modify the actin cytoskeleton through additional
activities, such as F-actin bundling and severing. Intriguingly, some formins, including
mammalian formins FRL1 and mDia2 and plant formin FH8, perform these activities via
their FH1–FH2 domains, whereas others, including mammalian formins INF2 and FRL2,
possess distal domains responsible for these functions [12] (Figure 1). In the future, it will
be important to clarify the conservation of these additional activities among eukaryotic
formins and the extent to which they influence formin-mediated actin assembly.
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Cytokinetic formin function and regulation in eukaryotes
Formins participate in cytokinesis in a variety of eukaryotes, ranging from single-celled
yeast to multicellular organisms. In S. cerevisiae, two formins, Bni1 and Bnr1, localize to
the bud neck and together are required for assembly of an actin-based CR [15,16]. A strain
lacking both formins exhibits a high degree of multinucleation, whereas those lacking either
individually undergo relatively efficient cytokinesis [16]. Although F-actin is required for
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budding yeast cytokinesis [17], myosin-independent cytokinesis can occur in certain strain
backgrounds by a mechanism relying on septins and abnormal cell wall deposition [18].
Formins affect myosin-independent cytokinesis in S. cerevisiae because Bni1-mediated actin
assembly influences septin ring formation [19], and Bnr1 and Bni1 interact with the chitin
synthase activator Hof1 [20], an F-BAR protein whose homologue Cdc15 in fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe likewise participates in a formin interaction during cytokinesis
[21] (Figure 1). Rho binding and phosphorylation affect cytokinetic formin targeting and
activation in S. cerevisiae. Specifically, Bnr1- and Bni1-dependent actin assembly is
influenced by Rho1, Rho3 and Rho4 GTPases [15,22], and phosphorylation of Bni1 by Prk1
facilitates Bni1 activation to relieve autoinhibition [14].
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In metazoans, formins are central players in cytokinesis, although the range of their
activities towards actin and their mechanisms of regulation are less characterized. Both
Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster require formins CYK-1 and
Diaphanous respectively for early embryonic divisions, owing to their essential roles in
building the cytokinetic machinery [23,24]. In human cells, formin mDia2 localizes to the
division site and nucleates F-actin for CR formation [25]. Furthermore, mDia2, similar to
budding yeast Bnr1 [26], bundles F-actin in vitro [27] (Figure 1), hinting that cytokinetic
formins may generally cross-link F-actin to aid in CR formation. At the conclusion of
cytokinesis, mDia2 is primed for degradation by ubiquitination [28], providing a turnover
mechanism that may be pertinent to CR disassembly.
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Despite the studies described above, our understanding of how cytokinetic formins function
and are regulated is incomplete. To provide a more comprehensive view, our laboratories are
interested in defining mechanisms controlling the sole fission yeast cytokinetic formin,
Cdc12. Although it is the least abundant protein that has been measured at the fission yeast
CR [29], Cdc12 is essential for S. pombe cell division. In its absence, cells undergo mitosis,
but never form a CR, and cdc12-null cells die as multinucleates [30]. As the timing and
relative order of events has been well described for S. pombe cytokinesis and a catalogue of
molecular participants has been established [31], S. pombe provides a useful genetically
tractable system in which to investigate formin contributions to cell division. As discussed
below, many elements of Cdc12 function and regulation remain to be clarified.

Localization of S. pombe Cdc12 during cell division
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During interphase, S. pombe Cdc12 forms spot-like structures (Figure 2), which traverse the
cell on actin and microtubule networks [32]. Spots serve as reservoirs for Cdc12 and other
CR components during interphase [33], including F-BAR protein Cdc15. Cdc12 spots
disassemble in wild-type cells as the CR is assembled at mitotic onset [33,34]. Medial nodes
established by anillin-like Mid1 in late G2-phase organize two modules that recruit and
concentrate Cdc12 medially [35]; one is based on myosin and IQGAP Rng2 and the other on
F-BAR Cdc15. Whereas mDia2 interacts with anillin [36], Cdc15 is the sole node protein
known to bind Cdc12 directly [21] (Figure 1), but another must exist because Cdc12 is still
recruited medially in the absence of Cdc15 [35]. Upon formin activation, nodes coalesce into
a complete ring structure [37] via a search–capture–pull–release mechanism involving
myosin and Cdc12-nucleated actin filaments from opposite nodes [38]. In the absence of
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nodes, medial Cdc12 is more broadly distributed, and CR assembly is delayed as a result
[39]. Intriguingly, pre-existing actin cables are also incorporated into assembling CRs [40],
as are non-medial F-actin nucleated by small subpopulations of Cdc12 scattered throughout
the cell [41]. F-actin polymerization remains dynamic at the CR throughout cytokinesis [40].
Fittingly, Cdc12 stays at the CR through its constriction, although Cdc12 also disassembles
with the constricting CR [30]. Whether and how Cdc12 activities are modulated throughout
cytokinesis has not been extensively investigated.

Regulation of Cdc12 activities during cytokinesis
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When compared with the catalytic activity of cytokinetic formins in other species, the Cdc12
FH1–FH2 core is a more efficient F-actin nucleator [42]. However, how Cdc12-mediated Factin nucleation is activated in vivo is presently unknown. Like other formins, Cdc12mediated F-actin elongation is regulated by profilin [8], which binds the proline-rich FH1
domain [30]. Molecularly, profilin ‘gates’ Cdc12 capping activity, freeing the barbed end for
polymerization upon binding to the FH1 domain [8,34]. Because the FH1–FH2 core of
Cdc12 essentially caps F-actin when not bound to profilin [8,34,43], cells expressing mutant
Cdc12 incapable of binding profilin exhibit abnormal CR and actin dynamics [34]. Notably,
profilin influences the competition between Cdc12 and S. pombe capping proteins for Factin barbed end binding. Whereas barbed ends elongate when bound to Cdc12–profilin
complexes, barbed ends bound to capping proteins do not [43]. Presumably, any modulation
of this competition would influence CR structure during cytokinesis. Another CR factor,
tropomyosin, can either stimulate or inhibit Cdc12-mediated actin assembly in vitro
depending on the context. During Cdc12-mediated F-actin elongation, tropomyosin
enhances filament length by slightly increasing the elongation rate and by enabling F-actin
annealing. However, this annealing activity may ultimately ‘trap’ Cdc12 between actin
filaments and/or promote Cdc12 dissociation from barbed ends [44]. How these complex
effects on Cdc12-mediated actin assembly are co-ordinated in vivo is important to clarify in
future studies.
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Does the central cell cycle machinery influence Cdc12 activity during cytokinesis? Because
Cdc12 hyperactivity results in cell lethality [8], it seemed plausible that Cdc12 function is
temporally and spatially fine-tuned by cell cycle signals. The common formin DID–DAD
autoinhibitory interaction does not appear to operate, or, at least, not to have a significant
effect in the case of Cdc12 [34]. However, overexpression of a Cdc12 fragment lacking the
C-terminus induces cytokinesis in interphase [45]. This finding indicated that the Cdc12 Cterminus has intrinsic inhibitory activity and also suggested that a mechanism restraining
Cdc12 activity normally operates during interphase. Yet, how cell cycle cues affect the
ability of the C-terminus to inhibit Cdc12 activity or how the C-terminus influences Cdc12
function remained unclear.
We found that Cdc12 is phosphorylated in a cell-cycle-dependent manner, with
hyperphosphorylation occurring immediately before cytokinesis [46]. Using a candidate
kinase approach, we identified the SIN (septation initiation network), a conserved kinase
cascade related to the Hippo pathway [47], as a key participant in Cdc12 phosphorylation
during cell division [46]. Specifically, Sid2, the terminal kinase in the SIN cascade,
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phosphorylates Cdc12 on four residues located outside the characteristic formin domains.
Eliminating the four Sid2 phosphosites on Cdc12 caused persistent Cdc12 clustering in spots
(Figure 2). CR assembly can occur in the absence of Mid1 or nodes through a SINdependent pathway [48,49]. However, hyper-clustering of the non-phosphorylatable Cdc12
mutant precluded Mid1-independent CR assembly (Figure 2), validating loss of a critical
SIN input. We found further that Sid2 phosphorylation facilitates formin de-clustering
during cytokinesis by inhibiting multimerization of a novel C-terminal domain, explaining
why the Cdc12 C-terminus is inhibitory to its function when overproduced [46].
Nonetheless, oligomerization through this domain is important earlier in CR assembly for
Cdc12-mediated F-actin bundling (Figure 1). Therefore SIN-mediated phosphoregulation of
Cdc12 functions as an oligomeric switch, which temporally distinguishes and allows for
Cdc12-dependent F-actin bundling during CR assembly and Cdc12 de-clustering later
during cytokinesis [46].
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Concluding points
In summary, cytokinetic formins are critical for cell division in multiple species, and these
formins are subject to precise cell cycle control. Focusing on S. pombe Cdc12, our
laboratory and others have uncovered several new aspects of cytokinetic formin regulation,
which provide insights into the process of cell division, and may inform our understanding
of formin function in other contexts and in other organisms.
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Multiple domains, including a newly identified C-terminal multimerization domain,
contribute to Cdc12 function and regulation during cytokinesis (Figure 1). Separation of the
Cdc12 multimerization domain, which permits F-actin bundling, from its FH1–FH2 core
presents an opportunity for differential regulation of distinct facets of Cdc12-mediated actin
assembly. In the future, it will be important to assess whether the Cdc12 C-terminus affects
nucleation and elongation activities of the FH1–FH2 core in addition to directly conferring
F-actin bundling capacity. What role does the Cdc12 N-terminus play in S. pombe
cytokinetic formin regulation? It is very likely that the Cdc12 N-terminus mediates
important protein–protein interactions at the CR. The Cdc12 N-terminus is sufficient for CR
targeting during cytokinesis [34] and has been demonstrated to bind the F-BAR protein
Cdc15 [21] (Figure 1), providing a possible link between F-actin and the division site cortex.
Determining whether Cdc15 or yet unidentified N-terminal interactors influence Cdc12
during cytokinesis should clarify the extent to which this region participates in Cdc12
regulation. Although the Cdc12 DID and DAD motifs appear to be unimportant [34], it
remains possible that Cdc12 is autoinhibited in a non-canonical fashion, and further
investigation of Cdc12 self-interactions could be informative.
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It seems likely that other master cell cycle regulators besides the SIN participate in S. pombe
Cdc12 regulation, because a mutant lacking Sid2-targeted phosphosites is still
phosphorylated, but to a lesser degree than the wild-type protein, as cells enter mitosis.
Identification of kinases responsible and analysis of their effects on Cdc12 activity, protein–
protein interactions and targeting is important for assessing how these phosphorylation
events control S. pombe cytokinesis. An interesting possibility is that both SIN-independent
and SIN-dependent Cdc12 phosphorylations co-operate in full activation of Cdc12 during
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cytokinesis. Is Cdc12 targeted by post-translational modifications other than
phosphorylation? Because S. pombe cells are highly sensitive to changes in Cdc12 protein
levels [8], it is possible that Cdc12, like mDia2 [28], is actively targeted for degradation by
ubiquitination. If so, this modification could facilitate Cdc12 turnover within the CR during
CR disassembly and aid in Cdc12 clearance from the division site. In summary, a more
comprehensive understanding of the roles that post-translational modifications serve in
cytokinetic formin regulation should enhance our understanding of the molecular cues
guiding eukaryotic cell division.
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Figure 1. Multiple domains contribute to formin function and regulation
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Formins contain signature FH domains and often contain DID and DAD motifs that can
interact to autoinhibit nucleation and elongation activities. S. pombe Cdc12 (red), S.
cerevisiae Bnr1 (blue) and Homo sapiens mDia2 (green) catalyse F-actin nucleation and
elongation via their FH1–FH2 core, and each also contains an F-actin bundling domain
within its C-terminus. In addition, cytokinetic formins participate in important protein–
protein interactions at the CR, and the binding domains responsible for these interactions
reside within these proteins’ N-terminal halves.
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Figure 2. Sid2-mediated phosphorylation of S. pombe Cdc12 during cytokinesis relieves formin
multimerization and facilitates SIN-dependent cytokinesis

During interphase, Cdc12 forms spot-like structures, which disassemble before CR
assembly. Multimerization through a C-terminal domain facilitates Cdc12 spot formation
during interphase. Upon SIN activation, Sid2-mediated phosphorylation reverses Cdc12
multimerization, ensuring the efficient formin de-clustering required for SIN-dependent CR
assembly and maintenance.
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